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Abstract 
The influences of levels of processing at the encoding phase, misleading intensity at the mislead-
ing phase and warning at the retrieval phase on memory suggestibility were explored through the 
delayed retrieval errors paradigm, and the contributions of dynamic automatic processing and 
intentional processing to generation of memory suggestibility were deeply assessed through the 
Remember/Know/Guess paradigm. The results showed that levels of processing were an impor-
tant influencing factor for memory suggestibility. The intentional processing at the encoding phase 
benefited the generation of memory suggestibility more than the automatic processing. The mis-
leading intensity had a significant effect, where the misled-generate items were recalled at a high-
er level with a longer response time than the misled-read items. In addition, the warning increased 
both the memory suggestibility of misleading pictures and the memory accuracy of non-misleading 
pictures. This memory suggestibility was jointly caused by the automatic processing and inten-
tional processing, but mainly intentional processing, and the warning increased the probability of 
intentional processing during the generation of memory suggestibility. 
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1. Introduction 
There are two types of false memories: associative false memories and misleading false memories. Misleading 
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false memories can be interpreted as the individual’s susceptibility to misleading information, i.e. memory sug-
gestibility. In a broad sense, memory suggestibility means that the encoding, maintenance, retrieval and report-
ing of an event are influenced by a social and psychological factor (Zhou & Liu, 2003). Numerous studies had 
explored this effect at both encoding and retrieval of associative false memories (McDermott & Watson, 2001; 
Dewhurst et al., 2009; Arndt, 2006), and uniformly concluded that the false memories were jointly generated by 
both encoding and retrieval processing. Therefore, memory suggestibility is influenced directly by variables 
during both encoding and retrieval. 

At present, the influence of levels of processing at the encoding phase on false memories is still inconsistent. 
The following types of manipulations do not influence false memories: pleasure evaluation, letter counting, and 
judgment of initial vowel in a word (Tussing & Greene, 1997). Deep levels of processing leads to higher inci-
dence rates of inaccurate recall as well as higher rates of accurate recall, indicating that inaccurate recall is in-
fluenced by levels of processing (Rhodes & Anastasi, 2000). Ye & Liu (2008) found that the associative inten-
sity and levels of processing were the important influencing factors for generation of false memories through 
DRM (Deese-Roediger-McDermott) paradigm, i.e. under a strong relational sequence, deep levels of processing 
led to higher rates of inaccurate recognition than shallow levels of processing, but under a weak relational se-
quence, shallow levels of processing led to higher rates of inaccurate recognition than deep levels of processing. 
Related to these findings, the effect of levels of processing on memory suggestibility requires the further study. 

A dominant viewpoint is that warnings can effectively reduce false memories (Gallo et al., 1997, 2001). Zhou 
& Nie (2009) found that the warnings at the encoding phase could lead to a strict judgment criterion for recogni-
tion, so as to reduce effects of false memories. But from Li, Lian, & Weng (2008), using the signal detection 
analysis, a warning did not significantly influence false memories (Westerberg & Marsler, 2006). Peters et al. 
(2008) demonstrated that accurate memory was reduced and that the embedding memory of key lures was in-
creased by reducing the attention level during the encoding, which could not be avoided even through the warn-
ing words. When attentional control and warnings have to compete for limited cognition resources during free 
recall, the attentional distraction can increase the inaccurate recall. Therefore, warning words cannot fully inhibit 
false memories induced under the test conditions. In the misinformation interference paradigm, although all 
subjects were warned of false memories, some subjects were still interfered by misinformation to produce false 
memories (Guo et al., 2005). In a word, a consensus is not yet reached on what influence of warnings on false 
memories. In most past studies, subjects were warned of appearance of misinformation, so as to reduce the false 
memories. Here, the question becomes, “do the same results occur when subjects are warned after the appear-
ance of misinformation but before the start of recognition test?” The effectiveness of warning words might be 
related to the types of encoding information and the retrieval fluency of warning information at the test phase. 
Most studies on warnings of false memories were inclined to explore the effects at the learning phase, but did 
not pay attention to the effects at the retrieval phase. Providing that warnings increase the monitoring level of 
subjects at the retrieval phase, what relationship does such increase have with the generation of memory sugges-
tibility? All these key questions would be answered in our study. 

Memory suggestibility is processed in a unique way, i.e. a misleading phase is added between encoding phase 
(learning phase) and retrieval phase (test phase). Yang, Wang, & Tang (2006) found that associative false mem-
ories might occur at the encoding phase of memories, but misleading false memories were more likely to occur 
at the misleading phase. Therefore, in the studies on the influence mechanism of memory suggestibility, a close 
attention should be paid to not only the relevant variables at the routine encoding/retrieval phase, but also the 
effects of influencing factors at the misleading phase (i.e. a unique processing phase of memory suggestibility). 

As indicated by Fuzzy-trace theory of Brainerd & Reyna (1998), the afterward misinformation was reported 
by subjects not only through intentional processing but also through automatic processing. If an inaccurate rec-
ognition is jointly produced by the automatic processing and intentional processing, it is very important to de-
termine the contribution of each processing to memory suggestibility. By integrating levels of processing at the 
encoding phase, misleading intensity at the misleading phase, and warnings at the retrieval phase, our study ex-
plored the single effect and complex interaction of important influencing factors at these phases, and further cla-
rified the contributions of automatic processing and intentional processing during the generation of memory 
suggestibility. The results of our study would reveal the mechanism of memory suggestibility and play a certain 
role of theoretical guidance in rationally utilizing the hinting principles in the educational practice. 
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2. Methods 
2.1. Subjects  
In the Southwest University (Chongqing, China), 72 undergraduate volunteers were recruited for our study. 68 
valid subjects were randomly divided into two groups: non-warning group (19 males and 15 females) and warn-
ing group (17 males and 17 females). The subjects were at an age range of 18 - 25 years old, dextromanuality, 
and normal vision or corrected vision. After the completion of test, all subjects were paid at a certain amount. 

2.2. Stimulus Materials 
At the formal test, a figured story of about 1000 words was selected, and the fluency and comprehensibility of 
its sentences were corrected and polished by two postgraduates at the Chinese Language Department. At the 
learning phase, the story words were presented to subjects sentence by sentence, and then 51 pictures corres-
ponding to details of the sentences were presented (each picture represented one independent thing). At the mis-
leading phase, a misleading literal summary of about 800 words was compiled according to the lines and details 
of the story presented at the learning phase. In this literal summary, there were 48 details for memories, includ-
ing 24 control items (which were the same as the original story), 12 misled-read items (which changed details of 
the story) and 12 misled-generate items (at the same time of changing the story details, the order of words was 
upset on purpose, and then subjects were asked to re-arrange it into accurate order, which aimed to increase the 
conscious processing of misleading items, i.e. increase the misleading intensity). At the recognition test phase, 
48 pictures of 4 types were presented to subjects, including 12 old pictures at the learning phase, 24 misleading 
pictures corresponding to misleading literal summary at the misleading phase (including 12 misled-read pictures 
and 12 misled-generate pictures), and 12 new pictures not ever presented or mentioned. All story pictures were 
chosen from web photo gallery, and were jointly selected by two doctors of psychology (i.e. experimenters). 
Each picture was evaluated in terms of valence, content familiarity and identification complexity. According to 
the scores of two experimenters, these pictures were classified into 4 types, and each type of pictures was 
matched in terms of valence, content familiarity and identification complexity. The pictures were colored, 
mainly for the expressions, activity and apparel of persons, and the characteristics of relevant things. The pic-
tures were in a resolution of 72 elements/inch (size 15.23 * 10.98 cm2). 

2.3. Design  
The test was designed through the three-factor mixed way, i.e. 2 (levels of processing: deep levels of process- 
ing-shallow levels of processing) × 4 (types of pictures: misled-generate pictures-misled-read pictures-new pic-
tures-old pictures) × 2 (test conditions: warning-non-warning). Within variables were levels of processing and 
type of pictures, and between variables were test conditions. Dependent variables were response time and rec-
ognition accuracy. 

2.4. Procedures  
The subjects sat in front of a computer in a sound-proof electromagnetic shielding room, and got ready for test. 
Before the beginning of formal experiment, subjects should complete a practice experiment. At the practice 
phase, other procedures were the same as those at the experimental phase, but there was no misleading phase, so 
as to make subjects not guess the test objective for influencing the results of the formal experiment. The practice 
experiment mainly aimed to make subjects well know the basic contents of formal experiment and the contents 
of buttons corresponding to the tasks for every phase. 

The experimental phase was composed of three phases. At the learning phase (i.e. the first stage), the figured 
literal story was presented to subjects sentence by sentence. According to the different processing tasks, the pic-
tures were divided into two groups. In shallow levels of processing group, subjects were required to judge the 
background color of pictures (i.e. white or black). In deep levels of processing group, subjects were required to 
judge the valence of pictures (i.e. positive, neutral, or negative); and each subject was presented with the pic-
tures from both groups in counterbalanced order. Procedures for each trial were as follows. One sentence of the 
story (a certain word or phrase of the sentence was highlighted) was first presented with an unlimited time in the 
middle of the computer screen, and disappeared when “Enter” was pressed after reading the screen. Then one 
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cross-shaped fixation (500 ms) appeared in the middle of the computer screen, which was followed by the hig-
hlighted pictures (1000 ms). Subjects judged the background color or valence of the pictures within this time 
(1000 ms), with a subsequent buffer interval (1000 ms) (i.e. empty screen). Then subjects calculated for 3 mi-
nutes through the continuous-3-subtraction method in the answer card (i.e. a distraction task). 

At the misleading phase (i.e. the second stage), the misleading literal summary of story was presented to sub-
jects to be read aloud. In order to control the differences of difficulty, the difficulty was balanced among the 
misled-generate items, misled-read items and new items, which were presented in a counterbalanced way. Pro-
cedures for each trial were as follows. One sentence of the story (a certain word or phrase of the sentence was 
highlighted) was first presented with an unlimited time in the middle of the computer screen, and disappeared 
when “Enter” was pressed after reading the screen followed by a buffer interval (1000 ms) (i.e. empty screen). 
After the presentation of misleading literal summary, subjects calculated for 3 minutes through the conti-
nuous-3-subtraction method in the answer card (i.e. a distraction task). 

After the ending of the misleading phase but before the beginning of the recognition phase, the warning va-
riables were added. All subjects were divided into two groups: non-warning group and warning group. In the 
non-warning group, subjects were not warned about the authenticity of misleading literal summary and were 
presented with non-warning words before the retrieval; however, in the warning group, the subjects were warned 
that the misleading literal summary did not certainly consist with the contents of the read pictures, and were 
presented with warning words before the retrieval. 

The recognition phase was the third stage. In order to minimize the arbitrariness of answer, subjects were told 
as follows before the beginning of recognition: if the subjects answered arbitrarily, the computer would auto-
matically find such arbitrary answer, and subjects were required for retest. But in fact, no retest was made at all. 
At the recognition phase, subjects were required to judge whether four types of pictures had been presented (i.e. 
old/new judgment), including misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures, new pictures, and old pictures. All 
pictures were randomly presented, and then subjects were required to further complete a Remember/Know/ 
Guess (R/K/G) judgment (i.e. confidence judgment). Procedures for each trial were as follows. One cross- 
shaped fixation (500 ms) appeared in the middle of the computer screen, which was randomly followed by one 
picture (1000 ms). Then the interface of R/K/G judgment appeared (3000 ms), with a subsequent buffer interval 
(1000 ms) (i.e. empty screen). The whole experiment lasted for 30 minutes on average. At the end of the test, all 
subjects were asked to guess the test objective, and then told of actual test objective. 

2.5. Data Management and Statistical Analysis 
The data were processed and analyzed through the SPSS16.0 statistical software. The data for tests with a re-
sponse time of >2000 ms or <100 ms for old/new judgment were rejected. The main effect and interaction of 
levels of processing, type of pictures and warnings were analyzed mainly through the repeated measures va-
riance analysis. 

3. Result 
3.1. Accuracy of Old/New Judgment 
The three-factor repeated measures variance analysis was carried out. The descriptive statistics for types of pic-
tures × test conditions × levels of processing interaction on accuracy of old/new judgment were shown in Table 
1. The results showed that the main effect of test conditions was significant (F(1,33) = 13.20, p < .01), i.e. the 
recognition accuracy under the non-warning condition was significantly higher than that under the warning con-
dition (M [non-warning-warning] = 0.13, p < .01). The main effect of type of pictures was also significant 
(F(3,99) = 12.89, p < .001). As indicated through post-hoc tests, the recognition accuracy of misled-generate 
pictures was significantly lower than that of old pictures (M[misled-generate pictures-old pictures] = −.15, p 
< .01); the recognition accuracy of misled-read pictures was significantly lower than that of new pictures (M 
[misled-read pictures-new pictures] = −.05, p < .05) and old pictures (M [misled-read pictures-old pictures] = 
−.19, p < .001); and the recognition accuracy of new pictures was significantly lower than that of old pictures (M 
[new pictures-old pictures] = −.14, p < .01). 

The interaction between test conditions and types of pictures was significant (F(3,99) = 13.57, p < .001). The 
simple effect was further analyzed as follows: 1) Under the different test conditions, the differences of recogni- 
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Table 1. Means and SDs for types of pictures × test conditions × levels of processing interaction on accuracy of old/new 
judgment.                                                                                                

 
Non-warning condition Warning condition 

Shallow processing Deep processing Shallow processing Deep processing 

Misled-generate pictures .76 (.21) .68 (.24) .51 (.34) .46 (.33) 

Misled-read pictures .75 (.18) .55 (.27) .50 (.33) .42 (.30) 

New pictures .76 (.24) .68 (.25) .53 (.35) .45 (.35) 

Old pictures .54 (.27) .81 (.24) .76 (.24) .89 (.16) 

 
tion accuracies for different types of pictures (i.e. misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures, new pictures, 
and old pictures) were significant (F(1,33) = 15.29, p < .001; F(1,33) = 12.39, p < .01; F(1,33) = 17.46, p < .001; 
F(1,33) = 7.79, p < .01), i.e. the recognition accuracies of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures, and 
new pictures under the non-warning condition were significantly higher than those under the warning condition, 
but the recognition accuracy of old pictures under the non-warning condition was significantly lower than that 
under the warning condition; 2) Under the same test condition, the differences of recognition accuracies for dif-
ferent types of pictures were significant (F(3,99) = 21.08, p < .001), i.e. under the warning condition, the recog-
nition accuracies of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and new pictures were significantly lower 
than that of old pictures (p < .001), but the differences of recognition accuracies were significant under the non- 
warning condition (F(3,99) = 1.16, p > .05). 

The interaction between types of pictures and levels of processing was significant (F(3,99) = 30.91, p < .001). 
The simple effect was further analyzed as follows. At deep levels of processing, the differences of recognition 
accuracies for different types of pictures were very significant (F(3,99) = 34.18, p < .001), i.e. at deep levels of 
processing, the recognition accuracy of old pictures was significantly higher than that of misled-generate pic-
tures (p < .001), misled-read pictures (p < .001) and new pictures (p < .001), and the recognition accuracies of 
misled-generate pictures and new pictures were significantly higher than that of misled-read pictures (p < .01); 
but at shallow levels of processing, the differences of recognition accuracies for different types of pictures were 
not significant (F(3,99) = 0.17, p > .05). 

The interaction of test conditions, types of pictures and levels of processing was significant (F(3,99) = 2.79, p 
< .05). The simple effect was further analyzed as follows. Under the non-warning condition at shallow/deep le-
vels of processing, the differences of recognition accuracies for different types of pictures were significant 
(F(3,99) = 9.17, p < .001; F(3,99) = 6.72, p < .001), i.e. under the non-warning condition at shallow levels of 
processing, the recognition accuracy of old pictures was significantly lower than that of misled-generate pictures 
(p < .01), misled-read pictures (p < .01) and new pictures (p < .01); and under the non-warning condition at deep 
levels of processing, the recognition accuracy of misled-read pictures was significantly lower than that of 
misled-generate pictures (p < .01), new pictures (p < .01) and old pictures (p < .01). Moreover, under the warn-
ing condition at shallow/deep levels of processing, the differences of recognition accuracies for different types 
of pictures were significant (F(3,99) = 7.62, p < .001; F(3,99) = 31.40, p < .001), i.e. under the warning condi-
tion at shallow/deep levels of processing, the recognition accuracy of old pictures was significantly higher than 
those of misled-generate pictures (p < .01; p < .001), misled-read pictures (p < .01; p < .001) and new pictures (p 
< .05; p < .001). 

3.2. Response Time of Old/New Judgment 
The descriptive statistics for types of pictures × test conditions × levels of processing interaction on response 
time of old/new judgment were shown in Table 2. The results showed that the main effect of test conditions was 
significant (F(1,33) = 28.51, p < .001), the recognition response time under the non-warning conditions was sig-
nificantly longer than that under the warning conditions (M [non-warning-warning] = 216.48, p < .001). The 
main effect of types of pictures was also significant (F(3,99) = 11.37, p < .001). As indicated through post-hoc 
tests, the recognition response time of misled-generate pictures was significantly longer than those of misled- 
read pictures (M [misled-generate pictures-misled-read pictures] = −96.50, p < .001), new pictures (M [misled- 
generate pictures-new pictures] = 32.06, p < .05) and old pictures (M [misled-generate pictures-old pictures] =  
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Table 2. Means and SDs for types of pictures × test conditions × levels of processing interaction on response time of old/ 
new judgment (ms).                                                                                            

 
Non-warning condition Warning condition 

Shallow processing Deep processing Shallow processing Deep processing 

Misled-generate pictures 1121.97 (357.72) 1092.49 (341.41) 951.51 (309.06) 915.73 (302.14) 

Misled-read pictures 1113.06 (287.64) 950.6 (333.96) 900.35 (270.28) 731.66 (248.85) 

New pictures 1071.49 (361.34) 1116.87 (319.42) 867.91 (280.07) 897.19 (261.96) 

Old pictures 1085.58 (364.97) 1137.29 (338.45) 870.61 (270.06) 822.54 (234.13) 

 
41.43, p < .05). The main effect of levels of processing was also significant (F(1,33) = 12.97, p < .01), i.e. the 
recognition response time at shallow levels of processing was significantly longer than that at deep levels of 
processing (M [shallow levels of processing-deep levels of processing] = 39.76, p < .01).  

The interaction of between types of pictures and levels of processing was significant (F(3,99) = 11.06, p 
< .001). The simple effect was further analyzed as follows. At deep levels of processing, the recognition re-
sponse time showed significant effects of types of pictures (F(3,99) = 21.53, p < .001), i.e. the recognition re-
sponse time of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and old pictures was significantly longer than that 
of new pictures (p < .001). However, at shallow levels of processing, the recognition response time did not show 
significant effects of types of pictures (F(3,99) = 2.65, p > .05). 

3.3. R/K/G Judgment 
The results for types of pictures × test conditions × levels of processing interaction on R/K/G judgment (i.e. 
confidence judgment) after the inaccurate recognition were shown in Table 3. Under either warning or non- 
warning condition, after misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and new pictures were judged as old, a R 
judgment was made at a far more amount than the sum of K judgment and G judgment, i.e. after the inaccurate 
recognition of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and new pictures, the subjects were very convinced 
to clearly remember but not know or guess that the picture had appeared at the learning phase. However, after 
the old pictures were judged as new, a R judgment was made at a nearly equivalent amount to the sum of K 
judgment and G judgment, i.e. compared with other three types of pictures, after the inaccurate recognition of 
old pictures, the subjects were convinced less to remember but more to guess that the picture had not appeared, 
which increased the probability of K judgment or G judgment.  

The retrieval of memory suggestibility for misled-generate pictures and misled-read pictures was estimated 
through the following processing estimation formula of R/K/G paradigm: R (intentional processing) = P (proba-
bility of remembering); A (automatic processing) = P (probability of knowing)/(1 − R) (Plancher et al., 2008). 
The results were shown in Table 4. Whatever levels of processing and test conditions, intentional processing 
was far more than automatic processing during the generation of memory suggestibility for misled-generate pic-
tures and misled-read pictures. In addition, compared with that under the non-warning condition, intentional 
processing appeared at a higher probability (i.e. nearly 1.00) during the generation of memory suggestibility for 
misled-generate pictures and misled-read pictures under the warning condition. 

4. Discussion 
In our study, the recognition accuracies of misleading pictures was significantly lower than those of non-mis- 
leading pictures (i.e. old pictures and new pictures), indicating that it was valid to set the misinformation at the 
misleading phase. From Lindsay et al. (2004), the actual memories were distorted by the hinting, so that the in-
dividuals recalled the details or events they did not ever experience. As inferred by the author, after the receipt 
of misinformation, the new information would be integrated into original memory trace, which might be re-en- 
coded to distort the memories during the recall or recognition, and moreover, such phenomenon might be inhe-
rent and its influences could generally not be perceived. 

The interaction between types of pictures and levels of processing was significant, which demonstrated that 
levels of processing at the encoding phase were one of the important influencing factors for memory suggestibil-
ity. The recognition accuracies of old pictures was significantly higher than those of misled-generate pictures,  
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Table 3. The probabilities of R/K/G judgments for different types of pictures after the inaccurate recognition.               

 
Non-warning condition Warning condition 

Shallow processing Deep processing Shallow processing Deep processing 

Misled-generate pictures .87/.04/.09 .91/.02/.07 .97/.01/.02 .95/.03/.02 

Misled-read pictures .77/.09/.14 .78/.07/.15 .95/.02/.03 .96/.02/.02 

New pictures .77/.12/.11 .83/.07/.10 .93/.05/.02 .98/.00/.02 

Old pictures .59/.24/.17 .56/.26/.18 .55/.23/.22 .67/.30/.03 

Note: R: Remember; K: Know; G: Guess. 
 
Table 4. The probabilities of automatic processing and intentional processing of inaccurate retrieval for misleading pictures.  

 
Non-warning condition Warning condition 

Shallow processing (R/A)  Deep processing (R/A) Shallow processing (R/A) Deep processing (R/A) 

Misled-generate pictures .87/.31 .91/.22 .97/.33 .95/.60 

Misled-read pictures .77/.39 .78/.32 .95/.40 .96/.50 

Total .82/.35 .85/.27 .96/.37 .96/.55 

Note: R: Intentional processing; A: Automatic processing. 
 
misled-read pictures and new pictures at deep levels of processing, i.e. memory suggestibility was greater at 
deep levels of processing, and intentional processing at the encoding phase was more beneficial to the genera-
tion of memory suggestibility. As shown by earlier study, compared with shallow levels of processing, deep le-
vels of processing increased the incidence rates of accurate and false memories, which might be influenced by 
the characteristics of materials and the directions of processing (Chan, McDermott, Watson, & Gallo, 2005). In 
our study, the recognition response time of pictures at shallow levels of processing was significantly longer than 
that of pictures at deep levels of processing. Therefore, compared with automatic processing at the encoding 
phase, if the prototypes of misleading pictures (i.e. original pictures) were consciously processed at the encoding 
phase, the recognition of misleading pictures became faster, which indicated intentional processing at the en-
coding phase increased the fluency of retrieval at the recognition phase (Thomas, Bulevich, & Chan, 2010).  

The interaction between types of pictures and test conditions was significant, which illustrated that the warn-
ings was certainly one of the important influencing factors for memory suggestibility, consisting with the con-
clusions of existing studies (Thomas, Bulevich, & Chan, 2010). Compared with those under the warning condi-
tion, the recognition accuracies of misled-generate pictures and misled-read pictures were significantly higher, 
but the recognition accuracy of old pictures was significantly lower under the non-warning condition. Therefore, 
warnings at the retrieval phase increased memory suggestibility, which conflicted with the mainstream view-
points that warnings reduced the false memories, possibly attributing to the different stages where the warning 
words emerged. Gallo, Roberts, & Seamon (1997) examined how the associative false memories were influ-
enced by the types and emergent stages of warning words, in which subjects were divided into three groups: 
Group 1 (presenting standard instructions of DRM paradigm), Group 2 (presenting warnings before the learning) 
and Group 3 (presenting warnings after the learning but before the test). The result showed that warnings did not 
influence false memories in Group 3, but effectively reduced the inaccurate recognition in Group 2, and false 
memories was produced at a higher probability at the learning phase than that at the test phase. Since the warn-
ings were set before the test phase in present research, subjects bore a certain psychological stress to make a 
more intentional monitoring processing (i.e. intentional processing) at the test phase, which confused the origi-
nal information with misinformation to increase memory suggestibility for misleading pictures. As shown by the 
relevant studies on the effects of intentional processing on false memories, the intentional processing not only 
could not help the individuals refuse the lure items, but also might actually damage their abilities of reducing 
false memories (Hicks & Marsh, 2001). In a word, the intentional processing caused by warnings during the re-
trieval not only could not make subjects effectively refuse the misleading items, but also reduced their abilities 
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of identifying the interferential information to increase memory suggestibility. Moreover, the warnings increased 
the memory accuracy for non-misleading pictures, indicating that the warnings made subjects more recall the 
non-misinformation to increase the response accuracy.  

In addition, the interaction between test conditions and levels of processing was significant on the generation 
of memory suggestibility. Under the warning condition at shallow/deep levels of processing, the recognition ac-
curacy of old pictures was significantly higher than that of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and 
new pictures, which demonstrated whatever levels of processing of original information at the encoding phase, 
the warnings emerging before the memories retrieval made subjects pay more attention to information viewed or 
remembered in the past. The more attention would easily confuse the original information with misinformation, 
thus causing a greater memory suggestibility. However, under the non-warning condition at shallow levels of 
processing, the recognition accuracy of old pictures was significantly lower than that of misleading pictures and 
new pictures. Thus, we speculated that the unconscious processing of pictures at the encoding phase might blur 
the memories of details of original pictures; accordingly, the recognition for old pictures would become uncer-
tain due to the weak memories trace, so as to cause a higher randomness and guess to increase the inaccurate 
recognition.  

The response time of misled-generate pictures was significantly longer than that of other three pictures (espe-
cially the misled-read pictures), i.e. the highly-intentional processing of misled-generate items at the misleading 
phase would confuse more misinformation with the original information, and more recall was required with a 
greater difficulty in judgment for recognition of misled-generate pictures than that for other three pictures. As 
shown by the existing studies, compared with misled-read items, misled-generate items produced a higher 
probability of recall, thus naturally causing a longer response time (Holliday & Hayes, 2001). In addition, at 
deep levels of processing, the effects of types of pictures were significant on response time, because the proto-
types of misled-generate pictures, misled-read pictures and old pictures were processed intentionally at the en-
coding phase, yet new pictures were not involved at the encoding phase so as to recall faster without the interfe-
rence of original information.  

As another important result, whatever levels of processing and test conditions, a less confidence was produced 
at the inaccurate recognition for old pictures than that for the misled-read pictures, misled-generate pictures and 
new pictures, which had been well known. Loftus et al. (1989) indicated that subjects in the misleading group 
retrieved faster and became more confident for the inaccurate recognition through the research of response time 
and confidence levels by self-report. Zaragoza & Mitchell (1996) found that a high confidence was often ac-
companied by the inaccurate report of misleading details. The generation of memory suggestibility was accom-
panied by a high level of confidence, because the original information was seriously confused with misinforma-
tion by intentional processing at the encoding and misleading phase, eventually leading to an inaccurate judg-
ment depending on recollection at the retrieval phase, which showed high confidence. 

Whatever levels of processing and test conditions, intentional processing was far more than automatic 
processing during the generation of memory suggestibility for misled-generate pictures and misled-read pictures. 
Therefore, the generation of memory suggestibility was more attributed to intentional processing. According to 
the demands characteristics hypothesis of McCloskey & Zaragoza (1985), the misled subjects might remember 
not only the original information, but also the afterward misinformation. Nevertheless, the misinformation was 
chosen mainly due to the inductive effects of external demands on subjects’ reports for the misleading items, 
possibly indicating that intentional processing contributed greatly to the effects of misinformation. From Holli-
day & Hayes (2000), as assessed through the process dissociation procedure (PDP), both automatic processing 
and intentional processing played a role in children’s receipt of misinformation, but the effects of automatic 
processing would decrease with the age. In this study, the adult subjects (i.e. university students) had a mature 
cognitive ability, and thus had the contribution of automatic processing been minimized in these subjects? Or 
had such effect been reduced to the critical value at an earlier time? In future research, age effects of the contri-
butions of intentional and automatic processing on memory suggestibility should be further explored.  

Compared with that under the non-warning condition, intentional processing appeared at a higher probability 
(i.e. nearly 1.00) in memory suggestibility for misleading pictures under the warning condition, which indicated 
that warnings at the retrieval phase increased the probability of intentional retrievals during the generation of 
memory suggestibility. If the misinformation was received mainly through automatic processing, subjects were 
warned that the overlooks of misinformation might hardly influence the memories of witnessed event (Lindsay 
et al., 2004). In the current study, the warning was of a significant influence, which illustrated again that misin-
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formation was received mainly through intentional processing.  
The generation of memory suggestibility not only was the result of interaction among the encoding, mislead-

ing and retrieval, but also was the result of interaction between automatic processing (activation) and intentional 
processing (monitoring). The contributions of automatic and intentional processing are not decided by some 
factor, which should be determined by various factors during the encoding, misleading and retrieval. The auto-
matic and intentional processing is likely to be the main reason for inducing memory suggestibility. The activa-
tion/monitoring dual-processing theory might be applied to explain the mechanism of memory suggestibility.  

Nevertheless, this study has explored the mechanism of memory suggestibility preliminarily, which belongs 
to the exploratory research. The conclusions of this research should be proved through more similar researches. 
At the same time, the current research has just taken a small step in the integrated domain, and further research 
is needed to integrate the important influencing factors at the encoding, misleading and retrieval phase for ex-
ploring the effects of them on memory suggestibility, construct rational models, and standardize the research 
materials. 
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